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1 Introduction

Scientists from a range of disciplines have been pursuing questions on the particularities of
self–organizing systems [8]. Despite the abundance of self–organizing structures in nature,
never has a unified view been offered on how self–organizing systems can be characterized.

In this dissertation we provide an approach to self–organizing systems comprising units
subject to change. The units are connected to and interact with each other through directed
edges or links, therefore these systems can be called networks. An alliance is a distinguished
set of units. A unit may belong to more than one alliance. The memory of the alliance
is the set of links between the members of the given alliance. The work of the alliance is
characterized by the rules aiming at the optimization of rewards obtainable by the alliance.
The work of the alliance also includes the reward sharing rules. The system is selective
provided that the reward sharing rules induce competition among the units. The self–
organizing property signifies that new dependencies may be formed during the work of the
alliance on the basis of the interactions between the units and of the rewards that the units
collect.

We model self–organizing networks at syntactical level as well as reveal some semantical
and experimental aspects related to them.

At syntactical level, we utilize devices from grammar systems theory. The theory of gram-
mar systems deals with formal language theoretic constructions suitable for modelling dis-
tributed and decentralized computation [10]. In grammar systems the components, which
are Chomsky or Lindenmayer grammars in the majority of cases, work together, commu-
nicate and cooperate according to a predefined protocol or a protocol emerging during the
function of the system. The protocol that guides the collaboration plays an essential role
in the model. It can be verified that rather simple component grammars following a simple
cooperation strategy may achieve complex behaviour [10]. We apply networks of language
processors and simple eco–grammar systems to model the self–organizing networks to be
presented in the dissertation.

Networks of language processors [13] consist of several language identifying devices or
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components associated with the nodes of a virtual graph. The language processors operate
on sets or multisets of strings, by performing rewriting and communication steps alternately.
The rewriting steps occur according to a given rewriting mode, the communication steps
according to some context conditions given in the form of filters. A system of networks of
language processors functions by changing its states. At any step, the state of the network
is described by the sets or multisets of strings present at the components.

A simple eco–grammar system is comprised of a finite number of agents and their commonly
shared environment [11]. The agents are represented by sets of context–free rules, the
environment by a set of Lindenmayer rules. At any moment of time, the behavior of the
system is described by the state of the environment. The environmental state is altered by
derivation steps. At each derivation step, the agents act on the environment through the
application of one of their context–free rules in parallel with the environment that replaces
the remaining symbols via its Lindenmayer rules.

At experimental level, we utilize the methods of selective learning and value estimation
under evolutionary pressure [9]. In selective learning alternative solutions coexist and while
organisms compete for space and resources, the more efficient solutions are maintained.
We apply evolutionary learning within the framework of reinforcement learning to improve
decision making. In a typical reinforcement learning problem what motivates the learning
process is the optimization of the expected value of the long–term cumulated profit of the
actual state (state value) or the state–action pair (state–action value) [19].

2 Aims of the Research

In the dissertation we elaborate a framework suitable for the syntactical description of
self–organizing networks. We model peer–to–peer (P2P) networks [15], the information
harvest of Internet crawlers [17] and the behaviour of agents participating in network cluster
formation [16].
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We examine the following issues:

1. Can certain phenomena that characterize self–organizing networks be described by
formal language theoretical tools, by constructions from grammar systems theory in
particular? Among the results that we achieve using the terminology of grammar
systems theory, which ones contribute to the development of certain areas of current
research on self–organizing networks? How can the grammatical description that we
employ for the characterization of self–organizing networks in our work be extended,
what are the future research directions?

2. How can we define the components and the rules of the cooperation of the components
of the formal language theoretical constructions applied to model the self–organizing
networks?

3. How large is the generative power that we regard as a characterization of the behav-
iour and the measurement of the degree of complexity of grammar systems?

In accordance with questions above, we have investigated the issues below:

1. So as to describe the behaviour of peer–to–peer systems, we have applied networks
of parallel multiset string processors [13]. In our model the multiset string processors
form teams, send and receive information through collective and individual filters
[4, 6]. We use various context conditions for filtering information. We have examined
whether the formal language theoretic construction provides a suitable description of
P2P networks. We have dealt with the dynamics of the string collections. Our aim
was to establish whether there is a connection between the growth of the number of
strings being present during the computation at the components of these networks of
multiset string processors and the growth functions of certain types of developmental
systems (Lindenmayer systems).

2. We have described the behaviour of Internet crawlers in quest of novel information on
the World Wide Web by means of a formal language theoretic construction in which
the crawlers do not communicate. We have extended our investigations to the case
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when the crawlers are allowed to communicate in a direct manner, as well. We have
studied the efficiency of the communication through simulations.

(a) We have captured the behaviour of the crawlers seeking novel information via
simple eco–grammar systems [1, 2, 3]. The type of the rules by which the agents
are represented is one of the most essential characteristics of simple eco–grammar
systems. Contrary to the original version of simple eco–grammar systems, we
have considered simple eco–grammar systems in which the agents are repre-
sented by regulated rewriting devices with appearance checking consisting of
special context–free rules [14]. We have focused on programmed grammars. We
have investigated the generative power of these systems and we have argued the
applicability of other regulated rewriting devices to the description of certain
aspects of the search strategies of the agents.

(b) Through simulations we have examined the behaviour of the crawlers in different
graph topologies [2, 7]. We have collected real data from the web and we have
created scale–free worlds, scale–free small world and random world environments
by link reorganization [16]. We have compared the selective learning algorithm
to the linear function approximation–based reinforcement learning algorithm.
We have extended a previous study of the behaviour of Internet crawlers, where
neither the crawlers had direct communication abilities, nor were the topics
specified [17]. In our problem domain, the communication can either occur
directly or indirectly. Indirect communication is invoked by the reward system:
positive reward is delivered only to the first sender of a news item.

3. To model the behaviour of agents organized into clusters, we have imposed vari-
ous conditions on the determination of the simultaneously active groups of agents
in simple eco–grammmar systems [5]. We have generalized the different team con-
stitution modes presented in [12]. We have recalled the notion of the level of com-
petence/excitation of an agent, which expresses the number of different symbols of
the environmental state that can be replaced by the agent. We have dealt with
three variants of team constitution modes of the agents. In the first case (d♦q–mode,
♦ ∈ {≤, =,≥}, q ∈ N0), those agents that are competent with respect to the envi-
ronmental state and differ from each other in their levels of competence/excitation
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by at most/exactly/at least q, q ∈ N0, belong to the same team. In the second case
(c♦q–mode, ♦ ∈ {≤, =,≥}, q ∈ N0), an agent is a member of a given team provided
that the agent is competent with respect to the environmental state and the cardi-
nality of the set of symbols appearing on the left–hand side of the rules of the agent
differs from its level of competence/excitation by at most/exactly/at least q, q ∈ N0.
In the third case (t�VB–mode, � ∈ {⊆, =,⊇}, ∅ 
= VB�VC , VC ⊆ V , where V is
the alphabet of the environment), an agent is considered to be the member of the
team, if the agent is competent with respect to the environmental string and the
string obtained from the environmental string through the deletion of the letters not
belonging to all the subsets of a certain subset VB/to a certain subset VB/to all the
sets that contain a certain subset VB, is an element of the set of non–empty strings
that can be produced by using the set of symbols appearing on the left–hand side of
the rules of the given agent. We have investigated how these simple eco–grammar
systems given the various team constitution modes are related to the language classes
of the Chomsky hierarchy and developmental systems and whether they are able to
provide a suitable representation of the class of recursively enumerable languages.

3 Results Achieved

Mirroring the objectives detailed in the previous section, we have achieved results both
in modelling, i.e. in extending the concepts of grammar systems theory by elements mo-
tivated by various phenomena arising in self–organizing networks, and in characterizing
the generative power and syntactical complexity of the already existing models. We have
supported certain aspects of self–organizing networks by simulations. The results that we
have attained can be summarized as follows:

1. We have elaborated the language theoretic model of P2P networks (Chapter 3.2
Definition 11). We have presented how these systems work (Chapter 3.2 Definitions
12 and 13). We have described the dynamics of information (Chapter 3.2.1 Definition
14). We have also established the connection between the growth of the number
of strings being present during the computation at the components of networks of
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parallel multiset string processors with teams of collective and individual filtering
and the growth functions of certain types of developmental systems (Chapter 3.2.1
Theorem 1, Corollaries 1, 2 and 3, [4]). The formal language theoretic description
of P2P networks has proven to be advantageous, since it renders them adaptive
and makes task–based dynamic configuration as well as the execution of pipelined
operations possible owing to the introduction of the notion of the apprentice peer.
We have demonstrated how the formal language theoretic model can be employed to
incorporate network security requirements (Chapter 3.3, [6]). More specifically, we
have shown how to model and detect SYN flooding attacks and enforce Discretionary
Access Control [18]. We have applied formal language theoretic constraints to the
detection of faulty messages. Local satisfaction of these constraints guarantees the
global testing of the system. Testing is restricted to testing of a peer and peers engage
in communication with the given peer, thus combinatorial tests can be avoided.

2. We have introduced the notion of simple eco–foraging systems (Chapter 4.4 Defi-
nitions 15, 16, 17 and 18), which are simple eco–grammar systems with components
represented as regulated rewriting devices with appearance checking consisting of spe-
cial context–free rules (Chapter 4.4.1 Definitions 15 and 16, Chapter 4.4.3 Definitions
20 and 21). We have described how these systems work (Chapter 4.4.1 Definitions 17,
18 and 19, Chapter 4.4.3 Definitions 22, 23 and 24). We have examined the efficiency
of the crawlers through simulations, we have extended our investigations to the case
when the crawlers were allowed to communicate with each other directly (Chapter
4.5). We have drawn the following conclusions:

(a) We have demonstrated that the behaviour of the environment of a simple eco–
grammar systems, i.e. the language class determined by the environment, may
be influenced by the restrictions placed on the interaction of the agents and
the environment. We have proved that any language generated by unordered
scatered context grammars and any recursively enumerable language can be
produced by languages over given alphabets determined by simple eco–foraging
systems in which various conditions are imposed on the rule sets of the environ-
ments (Chapter 4.4.2 Theorem 2, Chapter 4.4.4 Theorem 3, [1, 2, 3]). We have
also illustrated the great deal of applicability of regulated rewriting devices.
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(b) Through simulations we have observed that in the topic–specific case the relative
performance of the combined learning algorithm has improved in all worlds, i.e.
in scale–free small worlds, in scale–free worlds and in random world environment
(Chapter 4.5, [2, 7]). If the task has become more complex and the work sharing
has been enforced by the environment, then the combined learning algorithm is
at least equal, even superior to both the selective and the reinforcement learning
algorithms in most cases. Furthermore, the communication has ameliorated the
performance by a large margin and adaptive communication has proven to be
advantageous in the majority of the cases.

3. We have introduced the notion of dynamically formed clusters of agents in eco–
grammar systems (Chapter 5.2 Definitions 27, 28, 29 and 30). We have described
how these simple eco–grammar systems work (Chapter 5.2 Definitions 31 and 32).
We have come to the conclusions below:

(a) We have established the relationships of simple eco–grammar systems formed
according to the newly introduced conditions to each other (Chapter 5.3.1 Theo-
rem 4, [5]). We have concluded that the number of agents is an important
parameter from the point of view of cluster formation.

(b) Depending on the condition of team constitution, the development of the en-
vironment may differ substantially from the behaviour of certain Lindenmayer
systems and certain Chomsky grammars. In some team constitution modes, the
extended simple eco–grammar systems, i.e. those that distinguish the termi-
nal alphabet from the nonterminal alphabet, are able to obtain any recursively
enumerable language. From the language classes these systems are capable of
generating, we can deduce the difficulty of the problem they can solve. These
statements are based on the following facts:

i. in all the team constitution modes, the language classes that are determined
by simple eco–grammar systems are incomparable with the classes of regular,
context–free and T0L languages (Chapter 5.3.3 Theorem 6, Chapter 5.3.4
Theorem 7, [5]);

ii. we have proved that any recursively enumerable language over a given al-
phabet can be obtained as the set of words of the language over that alpha-
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bet determined by the environment of simple eco–grammar systems, where
the active teams are organized according to conditions c♦0, c=q, c≤q, d=q,

♦ ∈ {≤, =,≥}, q ∈ N (Chapter 5.4 Theorems 8 and 9, [5]);

iii. we have verified that for any recursively enumerable language over a given
alphabet there exist a simple eco–grammar system and VB, ∅ 
= VB ⊆ V ,
such that it can be received by the set of words of the language over that
alphabet determined by the environment of simple eco–grammar systems,
where the active teams are organized according to conditions t=VB , t⊇VB

(Chapter 5.4 Theorem 10, [5]).

4 Outlook

In this dissertation we have established the relationship between the applications employed
in self–organizing networks and some theoretical issues of grammar systems theory. The
results of our work enrich grammar systems theory, since they contribute to a better under-
standing of the theory of networks of language processors and simple eco–grammar systems.
The constructions and techniques presented in this dissertation assist the elaboration of
formal language theoretical devices possessing certain characteristics. Besides the fact that
we offer solutions to different questions that may arise in self–organizing networks, our work
also promotes the development of formal language theory by providing new representations
of certain language classes.
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